
 Legend has it that famous author Ernest Hemingway, while out 

having lunch with friends, was challenged to write a short story in 

just 6 words.  

As the story goes, Hemingway believed the resulting story to be his 

finest work ever… 

WORD BANK 

Night  keep London  wanted   she    bank    he  is  knew regretted   they   we   I  you  keep  Went   had   shares   fortnight   wallet  the  bridge   

blue   remembering  white  black  grey  written  red   gold  any   found   below  under   by   along   a   light   car    morning   chamber  through  

call   sunrise  surprise   kept  old watch   bricks   crystal  sees  silence  loud   separate   seen dim  distant  in clock 

Blinking    hoped  meanders  Café  did  gone  street   love  left   right   glass  have  away   it  them  her  his  yours   mine   didn’t  never  always  

coffee  man  bells  rain   end   began   family    friend    boats     thunder    stole    gave   late   guarded    chocolate    noise     write    two   heard  

Farewell  hello  said again  say after  later  before  cold  cool clear winter  war   letter  says  sunset  fog  phone taken  mistake  dream   alive   

which calm  sun  will   guitarist  music   son    way   soon  tango  lit   know   moon  they turned   Mexico   note    bill    ring    by   orchestra   eleven   

together   can   hand   celebrating       follows   river   peaceful   storm  enjoy  ripples   north  to and  maybe true  walking  Kent  farm  dressed  

chapel  eyes  gather  joins ground fringe  who  corner   strikes   heard   mist   gas   joins   goes   actually  cello  hands    shadows    excavation    

Selecting words from the word bank above, create a six word story : 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

Write a Six Word Story 

Example six word novels  

 

Set sail, great storm, all lost. 

John Banville  

 

Purse found. "No notes," she said. 

Andrew O'Hagan  

 

"The Earth? We ate it yesterday." 

Yann Martel  

 

 

Further Reading: 

 To Cut a Long Story Short 

https://www.theguardian.com/

books/2007/mar/24/fiction.originalwriting    

Some six word autobiographies: 

Danced in Fields of Infinite Possibilities. 

Deepak Chopra 

Yorkshire, Surrey, Hampshire, Isle of Wight... 

Alan Titchmarsh 

Bald, Brunette, Blonde, Grey, White, Bald! 

Ann Widdecombe 

 

Secret of Life: Marry an Italian. 

Nora Ephron 

 

Try writing your life story in six words: 

…………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………... 

The governess? Reader, I married him! 

One ring to rule them all... 

She fell down a rabbit hole...  

Twenty years later: Heathcliff, its me!  

Identify these well-known stories summarised in six words 

“Humbug!” he’d said. What a mistake... 

Think of the last book you read, or a favourite classic 

novel and reduce it to six words to summarise the story: 

https://www.snopes.com/language/literary/babyshoes.asp


Mindful Haiku 

   

   

   

   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………....................................................................................................................

................................................................................................. 

To write a mindful Haiku, listen to the five senses in five mindful minutes (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lKXXDEUMkpI), or the three minute breathing space (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKwDyDtMnGQ) . 

Jot down any words describing what you were aware of during the exercise. What did you hear, see, what emotions or 

sensations did you feel?    

Once you have filled the grid with words, begin to arrange them into three lines to make your Haiku, using the notepa-

per to the right . Remember to keep it in the presence tense... 

 

Tip: Make a darwing, and  Write a Haiku  about it  

A haiku is a Japanese poem consisting of three short lines that do not 

rhyme. Haiku is written in the present tense, observing nature and using 

the senses or emotional responses to capture a moment. It is like taking a 

photograph or painting a picture using a limited number of words.  

The syllables or rhythm is important—the first line is 5, the second 

line is 7 and the third line is 5. Try tapping on the table as you read 

the examples aloud to ‘feel’ the syllables.  

See https://www.ornaross.com/how-to-write-haiku/  and  

http://healword.com/index.php/2017/03/14/lesson-8-mindful-

writinghaiku/     


